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THE CENTER FOR TEACHING AND LEARNING 

ADVISORY COUNCIL 
MINUTES 

January 11, 2012 
 

ATTENDING: Jan Byers-Kirsch, Bobby Cummings, Jim DePaepe, Barry Donahue, Ginni Erion, Connie Lambert, Kirk 
Mathias, Mark Oursland, Shari Stoddard, Crystal Weddington and Don Woodcock 
 
UNABLE TO ATTEND: Robyn Brammer, Arlen Parker and David Darda 
 
MEETING CONVENED: The meeting was called to order at 3:21 

CHANGES TO AGENDA: A motion was made, seconded and approved to accept the agenda as presented. 

APPROVAL OF MINUTES: A motion was made by Ginni Erion to correct the minutes: Ginni asked that the 
following: ECE Blanket substitutions will be on the next agenda be changed to: ECE blanket substitutions 
will be revisited at the end of winter quarter. 

Barry made a motion to approve the minutes with this correction. The motion was seconded by Kirk and 
approved. 

NEW BUSINESS: 

Governor’s University Laboratory School Proposal (Jim DePaepe) 

• Jim DePaepe, Ginni and Connie participated in a conference call re. proposed lab schools. Jim 
reported that Governor Gregoire will be sending the proposal for lab schools to the legislature. The 
six state funded institutions were invited by the Gov. to assist in planning the bill. Although criteria 
have not been set a lab school could be associated with each of the six public institutions. The lab 
school proposal targets low achieving middle or high schools that haven’t received state or federal 
funding. Jim stated this really limits the schools that would remain eligible. Possible schools for us 
are mostly lower valley schools. Jim is encouraging the effort, stating we (CWU) would love to 
participate. On the call, Jim said he thanked the Gov. for trusting the institutions with this plan and 
that it is a great opportunity. – We are hoping they consider putting elementary schools in the 
proposal. One of the deans said that only focusing on secondary results in pulling people from 
multiple content areas. Elementary schools would be easier and less people. If elementary schools 
are not included, we will have to identify content areas to focus on. Connie would like to start at an 
elementary level if possible. 

• Jim commented that there is also a year of funded planning included. Money available to elementary 
schools is $200,000 to $300,000; 1.2 million is available to high schools each year for 2 to 3 years. 
Each institution would have to write a grant. This plan would allow the lab schools to operate 
without the handcuffs of OSPI and PESB rules. This is a big innovative project. A question was 
asked- “What are the real chances of having this happen?” we think it will be a tough fight in this 
budget crisis, but that funds will no doubt be redirected from other areas to make it happen. Jim will 
stay on top of it. 

• Don commented that when you talk about the schools not getting government funds does this include 
schools that get Johnson O’Malley funds? Jim says the money issue hasn’t been defined. 

• Connie commented that the closest possibilities for us are Yakima, Toppenish, Zillah, Granger, and 
Moses Lake. These are not in close proximity to Ellensburg.  

• A question was asked, what do you think the privates will think about not being included? Not sure 
at this time. 

 
Approval of 2012 CTL Standards: 



• Connie introduced the CTL Standards in the packet. These were sent out prior to the meeting. Does 
anyone have concerns? - Jan asked if these standards match with PESB standards. Connie remarked, 
yes but not always directly. 

• As a point of discussion, we have always included standard 3. 3.12 (scholarship) and 3.13 (service) 
for NCATE accreditation. In the past we asked people to submit what they did for scholarship and 
service. PESB no longer wants data on service and scholarship. The question is, do we keep these in 
our standards and collect information on that? Crystal asked if they would have to still submit a 
binder. Connie said yes that is CWU policy for reappointment, tenure, promotion, and post-tenure 
review. This is the broader report Connie would get. We can collect scholarship and service data for 
our purposes to demonstrate for others how faculty is involved with service and scholarship. 

• Bobby thought it is good idea to keep for demonstrating these things. Scholarship and service inform 
our teaching; it can be justification for research in English education.  

• Don commented he doesn’t like it when best practices exclude things except for euro centered 
scholarship. Indigenous methodology should count and we don’t accept it, we have devalued service, 
it should all count. 

• Connie commented this is what we collect for CTL, if we are teacher trainers we should be excellent 
teachers. Service and scholarship should tie our practice together and inform our teaching as Bobby 
said. Departments set the scholarship rules. In other departments service and scholarship in education 
are not as highly recognized. 

• Mark agrees, stating it is hard to do the committee work without receiving time off with the service 
credit. 

• A question was asked if we needed standard 3.15. Connie said this is a good question and we 
probably don’t want to keep it in that we don’t want to get into evaluating faculty performance. 

• The recommendation of the group was to leave CTL standard 3. 
• A motion was made to approve CTL standards 3, 3.12 and 3.13 with the removal of 3.15.Motion 

seconded and carried.  
 

Changing the Degree Name: 
 

• Connie stated a request came from the Faculty Senate Curriculum Committee (FSCC), asking if the 
CTL would approve changing the education BA degrees to BAEd. If this was to happen, the FSCC 
would not be as concerned with the credit size of education programs. Ginni asked what that meant. 
Connie said the Faculty Senate has a limit of 75 credits max on majors. They would assume if it’s a 
BAEd, education programs may need a higher credit limit and could no longer question the size of a 
program. All of our elementary teaching students have BAEd on their diploma. Content areas have 
just BA. Jim said it would be a blanket BAEd for all teacher preparation programs. 

• Linda Hoff (who has institutional memory) stated it used to be any teaching program was left alone. 
Connie said the last couple of years the Faculty Senate have been sticking to university policy on the 
credit size of programs. Shari stated a BAEd would be easier.  

• Connie said she will send this idea to program coordinators to see what they think. Jan and Don 
asked about the BSEd. Connie said she wasn’t sure if any of the education programs were BSEds. 
The question was asked, would they allow the disciplines to make the determination of what to put 
on the diploma, i.e. BAEd in music, BAEd in special ed. Mark commented it was a good idea to add 
consistency to our degrees. Linda Hoff asked that we discuss the recommendation. Shari said she 
would like a BAEd in art. Connie will send a letter out to coordinators. Connie said it was great to 
have two positive things happen in one week! 

 
OLD BUSINESS: 

Curriculum Outcomes/Assessments Spreadsheet (Mark Oursland and Kirk Mathias) (green handout)  

 



• Mark stated that he and Kirk were asked to come up with examples of what the learner outcomes 
assessment should look like. We needed to decide specifically what it would look like with a rubric 
and examples. Some of the proposals we have gotten are quite vague. Mark said we wanted it 
detailed enough for all of the instructors of the course. 

• Ginni stated that she doesn’t like the TPA reference because the TPA could go away. 

• Shari stated that some of the examples in the right hand column are goals not assessments. 
She requested that “will be able to” be removed from the statements. 

• Connie asked that “observable and measurable” be removed  

• It was recommended that these minor changes be made so that the form has consistent 
learner outcome targets and assessments. The question was raised asking, “What do we do 
with it?” Connie said we will give it to all programs to use when preparing a proposal 
change. Jim said it will be put on the web.  

• The comment was made that faculty will forget it is available and they will go to the faculty 
senate form. Connie mentioned it will be sent again with curriculum reminders. This will 
also be sent to faculty senate. We will send it out to CTL Advisory council once it is edited 
for one final round of feedback.  

Field Experiences Handbook  

• Barry stated that, although he doesn’t think department faculty will change it, the EFC 
department needs to review the Field Experiences Handbook before it comes to the CTL 
Advisory Board. He asked if the CTL Advisory Board wants to approve this every time there 
is a change or only the changes that will cause an issue for CTL. It was asked if the 
handbook could be set it up by things that change and things that don’t. 

• Jim thinks we need to look at it when there are changes. Crystal noted that it crosses all areas 
of certification.  

• If there are changes to the handbook, they need to be reviewed annually. Jan stated that it 
used to be a supervisor handbook not a policy manual. Connie commented that the OFE 
policy manual has never existed prior to this year. All policy handbooks are supposed to go 
to the president’s website.  

• Barry commented that he could have faculty review it and get feedback to the CTL AB in 
the next couple of weeks. When the handbook is completed, it will come back to the CTL. 
Jan explained the development of the handbook-that they started with just what they do and 
then delineated the process. The big change was from pre autumn to field experience and 
changing all the forms, so that affected all the handbooks. This is the first draft, giving 
supervisors something to work from and to. 

• Jim said thank you! - That this has been needed. When the handbook is done, he requested 
that Jan take us through how it was developed and how it was organized.  

• Connie asked when we should look for changes to review. It was stated that changes would 
probably be made over the summer, if we approve the handbook by spring quarter. We will 
then revisit the handbook in fall 2013.  

• Jan said they may make changes in the spring, amend the handbook over the summer and 
approve it at the beginning of fall quarter. She also asked that we remember it is a work in 
progress.  It was stated that because of TPA we have to revise the final evaluation. Also, 
other things that arise from PESB and OSPI would be handled as they come up and the rest 
of the handbook will be reviewed annually.  



• Connie asked all Advisory Council members to read by the end of winter quarter so we can 
review and approve. Connie also stated that is good to house everything all in one place and 
that all the forms should be consistent in all parts of the department. All updated university 
logos and slogans have to be used. Jan said they are adding maps etc. and everything will be 
on the web so anyone can get it. 

CTL Policy Manual:  

• Connie said that everyone has received the edited policy manual; it has been reviewed a couple of 
times now. She asked all advisory board members to review it again for accuracy, between now and 
the next meeting. Let us know what you find and know that we appreciate your input. This item will 
be put on next the next agenda. 

• The following policy manual sections need corrections/and or changes. 4.9, 5.4., and1.5.  
o Jan will check whether we need to update the following: 4.9 EDCS 292, alternative field 

experience and EDSC392 /492. Jan will email appropriate changes to Kelley. 
o  Crystal will email any CARR committee changes. It was also brought up that you fail or 

withdraw from student teaching, and then do practicum. 
• Several members asked that the manual needs page numbers. Kelley will do this and resend for 

easier editing. 

APT Online Program Update ( Jim DePaepe): 

• PESB approved our Alternative Pathways to Teaching (APT) plan last summer and the 
Provost gave us $ for a part time position. Jim announced that we have hired a program 
manager for APT-Anastasia Sefchick will start January 17th. She has a lot of student service 
experience and has recently completed her 2nd master’s degree. Anastasia is also 
multilingual, has lots of online experience, and experience in student recruitment. Jim 
believes Anastasia will be valuable in a number of ways. 

• The question was asked if APT would be used by someone who has another degree and now 
wants math certification.  Jim responded, exactly. The focus is to prepare teachers to teach in 
identified high demand areas, but that the school district can determine the high need areas 
for their area. 

• Jim reiterated that at this time we don’t have scholarships, but it is a one year program at a 
cost of $11,000. PESB said we would be first in line to get scholarship money if it becomes 
available. The new APT program is designed specifically for rural districts, including those 
in ESD’s 123, and 105 and171. Anastasia will be sending out flyers and a letter. Anastasia 
will need to recruit 15 students in order for this program to run as self-support. Funding 
received from the provost for this position ends June 30th. The program will be set up so 
candidates will have 10 days of on-campus classes in summer, then all other work will be 
done in a school setting and on-line during the academic year. The hope is to have it become 
a fulltime position. Jim wants to do evaluative and comparative data.  

• Don asked if this is parallel to the Western Governors approach. Jim responded that “no” 
this is a hybrid.  The cohort will be quite varied, based on high needs areas and very 
personalized.  

• Jim said Anastasia has experience working in rural areas-the areas this program wants to 
address. The APT program will focus on people who already live in the rural as a way for 
school districts to “grow their own” teachers. Jim also said there will be a lot of problems to 
work through. Candidates have to come in with a content degree. A lot of communication 
will be needed. Connie stated she hopes that during the summer class the candidates will be 
able to meet content area faculty so they have a future contact.  

• Don commented “this sounds like a natural fit for some of the federal schools; even job core 
people could maybe do this. We need to get the word out to have people contact CTL. Jim 



responded that we do have a list of contacts. Jim also reminded that the candidates have to 
be recommended by the principal-that the principal has to be on board with the program. 

• As an aside, Ginny commented on the APT website, saying the whole tool bar drops down 
and covers up stuff. She suggested only the columns should drop down. Jim said he will get 
Dan on that. 

Diversity and Equity Committee Workshop Plan and Timeline 

• Don deferred to Ginni. Ginni was happy to report that they have a proposal to take to the 
committee and a format for the presentations. Ginni stated that the format makes attendees 
the scholars. Ginni also reported that they have facilitators and kickoff speakers. Ginni and 
Don will have an update at the next meeting. 

• It was asked if ongoing training opportunities were developed.  Ginni said yes they were 
able to do that. This item will be on the next agenda.  

ADVISORY COUNCIL REPORTS: 

Undergraduate Curriculum Committee (Co-chair, Mark Oursland)  
• No additional report 

Graduate Programs Committee (Chair, Kirk Mathias)  
• No report 

Candidate Admissions, Recruitment, and Retention Committee (Chair Designee, Crystal Weddington)  
• Crystal reported that the certification staff is currently calculating GPAs. The CARR committee will have a 

meeting on January 27th to handle a focus of concern. 
Diversity and Equity Committee (Co-chair, Don Woodcock)  

• Don reported they will have a meeting by the end of the month. 
Field Experience Office Report (Director, Jan Byers-Kirsch)  

• Jan commented the biggest challenge is implementing the field experience class. There are 34 candidates 
placed in Kittitas Valley and that applications may need to be capped so that local schools are not inundated. 
Jan also noted they may start checking prerequisites sooner, which may lower the number placed. Jan also 
reported a record number of student teachers with 222. She believes many are applying now to complete their 
program before the TPA goes in to affect. EFC faculty is trying to get students through the old program-which 
should be done this year. The EFC 210 course is really helping to set students up for success. Jan hopes in 
another year the kinks will be worked out. 

Elementary Education Council (Chair, Ginni Erion) 
• Ginni reports they are putting together a grid on expectations for students  

 

 

Professional Education Program Coordinator Report (Program Coordinator, Barry Donahue) 

• Barry reported that problems are this quarter from last quarter. He wants to make sure 
faculty is aware we don’t want to offer 311 after spring quarter. Barry also said the only real 
problem is predicting how many candidates will need 350 for next quarter. All of the 
complaints seem to be done. 

Cultural Competency Implementation Committee (Co-chair Ginni Erion)  

• No report 

EXECUTIVE BOARD REPORTS: 

• Assessment Committee: (Co-chair, Jim DePaepe) Jim reports they were too busy 
assessing to have a meeting. 

• Professional Education Advisory Boards (Connie Lambert, Robyn Brammer) Connie 
reports they don’t have a meeting until March. In December the teacher PEAB and the 
Education Advisory Council (EAC) had a joint meeting. Both boards met in the 



morning, had lunch together and then the EAC met in the afternoon. The joint meeting 
was beneficial for both, as our PEAB is comprised mostly of teachers and the EAC is 
primarily superintendents and principals. Connie commented they are going to try to do 
this twice a year. Once in December and again at the Top Ten Student Teacher 
reception. The Top Ten reception will be held the Saturday before graduation on June 
2nd this year. The hope is to reduce conflicts and have more people attend. 

ADJOURNMENT:   

For the Good of the Order: 

o Shari asked who the other co-chair of her committee is and can they come to the next 
meeting.  

o It was also reported that on March 3rd Dottie the astronaut is coming back to CWU. 
• A motion was made to adjourn by Kirk and seconded by Ginni.  The motion was approved and the 

meeting adjourned at 4:37 pm 

 

NEXT MEETING:  January 25, 2012 

 


